Abstract
Introduction
Fractional calculus deals with derivatives and integrals to an arbitrary order. There are several definitions of fractional derivatives and integrals, the most fundamental definition of a fractional derivative and integral of order is given by Grünwald-Letnikov definition [1, 3, 5] , Grünwald-Letnikov (GL) definition is given as:  is derivative order of () ft；when 0   ， mean is integral order of () ft. This definition is wildly used in control field [5] .
Design the fractional controller is a main researching area of fractional calculus applying in the control field. And there are many kinds of methods to design a fractional order PID (FOPID) controller, including the phase margin, the amplitude margin, dominant pole method, optimization method, and the Bode's ideal transfer function method. The Bode's ideal transfer function method is easy and effective. It suggested an ideal shape of the open-loop transfer function of the form [5] :
where ω c is the gain crossover frequency, In fact, the transfer function [5] .In this paper we applied the Bode's ideal transfer function method to the determine the parameters of the FOPID system for integral first order system and fractitional first order system. The procedures of design FOPID system (1) Choosen the controlled plant and its transfer function Ts *n gamma(r)
Ts *n gamma(u) dynamic performances. Pseudo-derivative feedback (short for PDF) control system introduced by Phelan in 1977 [15] , this system is simple yet effective
. PDF structure provides all the control aspects of PID control, but without system zeros that are normally introduced by a PID compensator. Phelan named this structure "Pseudo-derivative feedback (PDF) control from the fact that the rate of the measured parameter is fed back without having to calculate a derivative. The PDF structure internalizes a pre-filter, one would apply to cancel the zeros introduced in the PI (or PID) equivalent system [17] . The PDF structure is usually introduced into the design of electro-hydraulic servos [16] , automatic control systems of electric traction [16] , it offers a good disturbance rejection performance and promotes the response speed. In this paper the fractional PID algorithm is introduced into FOPDF systems to promote the property of fractional PID control system，the simulation results to a first-order controlled plant illustrate that the FOPDF control method has superior performances to IOPDF structure. The basic structure of IOPDF is as And using Bode's ideal transfer function for FOPDF system should use step (5) to determine the control structure and parameters. (5) According to the basic structure of IOPDF，establish the FOPDF control system model to a first-order controlled plant 1/(Ts+1), 1/(Ts γ +1), the model for integer plant is shown in Figure 5 . We suggest a basic structure of FOPDF system like Figure 5 , where, the FOPI maybe a single FOPI controller or combined by FOPI controllers. The parameter Kd can be tuned of Chenliu method [17] , as a basic tuning parameter of design FOPDF control structure. The K d value is 5.44.Then the internal-loop can be treated as a whole controlled object. The equivalent open-loop block diagram of Figure 5 is shown in Figure  6 . From Figure 6 the transfer function of FOPI controller designed based on Bode's ideal transfer function can be expressed as (4): As procedures (2), the transfer function of controller aimed at integer first-order control plant based on Bode's ideal transfer function can be get from formula (6 
（6）
The simulation model of FOPID controller aimed at integer first-order control plant is shown in Figure 7 . 
Establishing FOPDF Controller Model Aimed at Integer First-Order Control Plant
Assume T is 0.4s, the expected crossover frequency ωc is 10 rad/s, the phase margin Φm is 70 o ,then equation of the controller can be determined as (7):
Establishing FOPDF control system simulation model as Figure 8 . As procedures (2) ,the transfer function of controller aimed at fractional first-order control plant based on Bode's ideal transfer function can also be get from formula (9 
The simulation model of FOPID controller aimed at fractional first-order control plant is shown in Figure 8 .While the subsystem block of FOPID controller and Fractional Order system are designed of the simulation blocks shown in Figure 3 applying the parameters in equation (8), (9) . 
Simulation and Result Analysis
Unit
Step Responses with open-loop system gain K varying (0.9K,K,1.1K) are shown in Figure 11 . Figure 11 shows that the controllers designed based on Bode's ideal transfer function have both robustness anti-to the variation of system open-loop gain. 
Conclusions
With the Bode's ideal transfer function method, we obtain closed-loop systems robust to gain variations and the step responses indicating an iso-damping property. And the calculating process is fairly easy to traditional fractional order controller design methods. But, it must be noted that the characteristic has limitation to the gain crossover frequency ω c and that the phase margin of the resulting closed-loop system is not exactly identical to the prescribed value defined by the slope at that frequency. This is due to realize a arbitrary order by physical facilities are usually not easily. Simulations illustrate that the order can be confirmed easily, but the select of ωc must consider a lot. To obtain a good performance, ωc
